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The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), otherwise known as the

Global Goals, are a universal call to action to end poverty, protect the

planet and ensure that all people enjoy peace and prosperity. 

Is your business aware of them, committed to them and is identifying

priority areas? Are your customers expecting you to articulate core

activity through understanding of ESG risks?

These goals are tracked via STAR Index. Monitoring areas such as:

 

 

The goals are interconnected, and often the key to success on one will

involve tackling issues more commonly associated with another.

Now more than ever, it is expected that business articulates its impact

through the prism of the SDG’s. Every function plays its part in upholding

these values, for people and the planet. However it's a team effort, and

if your suppliers are not aligned then your business cannot deliver.

If you can’t map it, you can’t manage it 

The STAR Index provides a framework to help you track this crucial

element of doing business, and help your suppliers build knowledge and

capacity.

What gets measured gets managed

Once your supply chain has been bench marked using STAR Index, it is

possible to use the advanced STAR Index functionality to agree

improvement plans with your suppliers. When improvements are

delivered by your suppliers this will move the dial on your ESG

commitments.

Year on year progress reports demonstrate improvements.
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Are your supply chain technical approval and risk management

processes optimised?

 

Is your supply chain a source of volatility, uncertainty,

complexity and ambiguity (VUCA)? 

Technical standards define benchmarks and specifications with

which products comply in order to gain access to a market, while

meeting the authorities and consumers' demand for safe and

quality products. However in uncertain times compromises can be

made, and remote surveillance is becoming a crucial cog in the

wheel of compliance.

Technical accreditations give you a clear way to demonstrate to

your customers that you are trusted when it comes to product

safety and integrity. They show that you measure up to certain

standards of raw material safety, environmental performance and

– if applicable – stewardship and welfare. 

Standards are typically measured via:

But what if all of this could be captured, tracked and acted upon

as part of one process?

Maintaining technical accreditation and ensuring integrity can be

difficult to monitor, with suppliers and raw materials churning

throughout the year. An increasingly global supply chain increases

the challenge. There is a growing requirement for due diligence

beyond tier one. The STAR Index gives you peace of mind that this

can be managed in a cost effective and transparent way.
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Having confidence that your suppliers are technically

proficient underpins best practice supplier approval, but what

about

products? 

Integrity of raw materials is paramount, but increasingly the

diligent management of natural assets and stewardship of the

environment are critical to responsible modern production. 

Are the raw materials in your finished goods upholding and

respecting the Environment, Ecology, Water & Waste?

 

Are your commitments to packaging, carbon, pesticides or

welfare being upheld by your suppliers? 

These are the cornerstones of good practice today and the

differentiation platforms of the future. Measurement often

focuses on the business process and practice of raw material

production in general, rather than specific products, but with the

prospect of product level mapping and credentials moving front

of the pack, is your business ready?

STAR Index looks deeply at the integrated economic,

environmental, and social principles that are incorporated into a

‘triple bottom line’. Unlike a traditional approach where the

profit-margin is the single major factor; sustainability is also

involved with the social and environmental factors. This can be

a complex task to gather essential data, track commitments

and targets, and map products down commodity chains. 

STAR Index and Qadex have solutions to take the strain.
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Responsible sourcing is very high on the agenda right now in

terms of critical due diligence when appraising suppliers and

products. There has been recent focus in this area with issues

around Modern Slavery, which is a crime and a violation of

fundamental human rights. The legal and moral onus is on

business to monitor and mitigate these risks, and crucially to

demonstrate supply chain due diligence in their efforts to

eradicate it.

According to the TISC Report (an independent repository for

Modern Slavery Act statements) almost 20% of companies

over the £36m turnover threshold who are expected to produce

a Modern Slavery Act statement haven’t done so. 

What are the chances of these being suppliers in your supply

chains?

Is your business a member of SEDEX, or similar platforms

which underpin international standards such as ETI/ILO? 

Are you asking your suppliers to join the platform, and/or

carry out annual ethical audits? 

 

Are these contractual

requirements from your customers?

Tracking this crucial area of responsible sourcing is complex

and time consuming. The STAR Index does this work for you,

delivering a ‘cockpit view’ of compliance, risks and exposure,

and helping you develop action plans. Our platform will present

consolidated analysis of individual and collective supplier

compliance to legal requirements in terms of Modern Slavery

Legislation, Codes of Practice and Sourcing Policies.

The STAR Index enables businesses to deliver demonstrable

progress over time in a volatile, uncertain, complex and

ambiguous world. We believe being a ‘better business’ has to

be ‘better for business.’
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Contact us today 
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Oak Business Centre,

Ratcliffe Rd,

Sileby, LE12 7PU

+44 845 302 4780

marketing@star-index.com

www.star-index.com
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